
Dear .)on, 	 2/22/77 
by a carbon of this latter and a copy of yours of 2/17 in which you impose limitations, 

in Lesar will kno, that he may make no public use of the two eotilieb items without 
permission. eheu we spore you screed that.Jim could know their content. I think he should 
know the exact langaugo because he is still Way a lawyer and what Lane attributes to Ray 
I believe it is obvious Ray has no way of knowing. Thus words are put into the mouth of 
aim's 

Despite the need for brevity you might wont to impress upon your stringer that 
it is traditional to answer the qunotion who as in who ses. About: 

Re says he signed his noon in the rooming house's registration book. The bock has 
since dinapoeored. Ray told &wk. Lane there must be something very serious and important 
in the book to account for its di0000euranoe. Is it possible the regiotratioa book also 
contains the names of others involved in the plat?" 

I can anover the childish quo stion for you both logically and factually. Logically 
orooka and other criminola do not work this way. Factually I have all the rebistrations 
oand interview's wits each peonou there at that time, all registered. 

Uottlieb aposaro to be one of those turned on bo bullshit. As a repot:ter it should 
have been obvious to him that Ray had no way of knowing whether or not the registration 
book had disappeared. If Lane told him Lana lied. mecides, Lane also had no way of know-
ing, were it true. 

When Gottlieb tells you the Lorraine registrations have disappeared tell him to go 
into th corner, any one but lane's. I have it, too. 

lour stringer sioply is an uncritical 'ane partisan. In the other item it is simply 
false to soy that "The suit (not filed, by the way) results from CIA documonts recently 
released to Lane..." Lane may have said this but by now anyone who does not know that 
when he is truthful it is acoidental ought not be writing neve. 

The initial request is mine. I have not been able to file the suit. Tbio request is 
now six years old and they are still stonewalling me on it.These same records were also 
given to me, as they were to eane when he paid for them. "4 had no more to do with getting 
them out than you did. They were released in Bud Fonstorwald'o suit. I know this privetoly. 
I know from the CIA that they were released to a litigant. For all his big talk and all 
his money and ali his support and his law degree he has filed two suits only, one for the 
ha's files on him - NOT the CIA's - and one for Warren Commission records. If I am 
correct in my recolloction of his prior claims, he sued to get what I and others had for 
years, what was never secret. I wrote about it at least six years ego, the 1mo  tby 
"infirmer" stuff he he exaggerated beyind what oven for his could be calls; rearion. 

But I'd love to have tapes of those '"ane appearances! If you ours get them. nose 
of these poor deceived kids really go around taping that verbal garbage. 

The Freed and eon° titles are not identical. Lane's is Codoname Zarro. Ftead's is 
Operation Zorro. I'm anxious to see all those excerpts. :'ho first two of typical rhetoric, 
totally unfactual. 

ItIfI

I do get the exPost. Usually Wins gets the NITimes, yes. I don et but if there is 
n 	

somo- 

wish you could copy the LATimee more legibly. I never get anything from it.) have 
i it I should know from him or from another firend there is a good chance I'll get 

had to lot all other subscri tions lapse. 

I know of no reason to conoct any Tractnan with the JFK assassioation, oven if the 
uoopecified Italian press is said to by AIR. I have heard of a confession in the kilLMOS case 
and of some diopute about it. 

ohy don't you ask DJ for a copy of its King/Ray "task force" report and compar. what you read with what Bell told Ostrow? That is a possible story the straight press -might 
take from you. What Bell said is out on hio orders is not out. Thanks much, 


